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 Charlton Kings Junior School 
 

Full Governing Body Meeting Minutes 
Held on Monday, 8th September  2014 at 7.00 pm 

 
Ensuring excellent outcomes for children 

 
 

 
 

Present:                Mrs Rachel Cappuccini (RC)                                                                          
                              Mrs Fiona Connor (FC)  
                              Mr Ian Davidson (ID) 
                              Mrs Monica Freeman (MF) 
                              Mr David Heard (DH) 
                              Mrs Wendy Harbutt (WH) 
                              Mr Lee Pajak (Head teacher/HT/LP) 
                              Mrs Sue Selwood (Deputy Head teacher/DHT/SS) 
                              Mr Donald McConnell (DMcC) 
                              Mrs Julie Murday (JM) 
                              Mr Andrew Shields (AS)  
                              Mr John Shields (Chair/CoG/JS) 
                              Mr Peter Williams (PW) 
                               
Apologies:          None  
 
In attendance:     Mrs Celia Daglish (Clerk)    
                              

 SUBJECT 
 

ACTION 
 

1. Apologies 
None.  
 

 

2. Election of Chair & Vice Chair  
 
The Clerk chaired the meeting for the election of Chair and Vice Chair to the 
Governing Body (GB) and invited nominations for these roles.  Following JS’s and 
DH’s offer to stand as Chair and Vice Chair respectively, JS and DH left the 
meeting and there was unanimous agreement that both be elected.  
Nominee for Chair: JS  
Proposed: WH  
Seconded: FC  
Nominee for Vice Chair: DH  
Proposed ID  
Seconded AS  
 
The meeting continued with the Chair and Chairmanship of the meeting was 
handed over to JS.  

 
JS thanked WH on behalf of the GB for her outstanding contribution as Chair; 
highlighting that, despite a massively committed business schedule, the quality of 
her work and leadership had always been high and exemplary.   LP concurred and 
added that WH had been a highly accomplished, able and focused Chair of the 
highest integrity. 
 
JS reminded the GB that its task for the new academic year 2014/15 was to 
continue to develop outstanding governance; the central focus, as always, would be 
on the school and all its stakeholders.   
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Register of pecuniary interest/conflict of interest 
None.   
 

 

4. Minutes of previous meeting – 14
th

 July  2014 
It was noted that under item 13 iii the reference to “Y6 SATs papers” should 
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instead read ”Level 6 SATS papers”. This addition was duly made and the minutes 
were then accepted as a true and accurate record of the meeting and signed by the 
Chair. 
 

5. Actions carried forward 
Item 5 - Cloud Based document storage facility (JS & Clerk) 
JS will investigate this further with the Clerk; this matter to be carried forward.  It 
was noted that the recommendations made in the proposal on email etiquette need 
to be accommodated within the practical implementation of any proposed Cloud 
based document system.   
Action JS & Clerk  
 
Item 5 - JM & AW to draft and circulate a proposal on email etiquette and an 
email section for the Code of Conduct 
JM reported that a draft proposal had been sent to the CoG and the HT for their 
initial input/comments. The document will be circulated to the GB shortly for 
consideration/approval at the next FGB meeting.  
 
It is a concise document which covers general principles of standard email etiquette 
and tips for efficient email communication for use by the GB (not CKJS staff) and 
Governors were invited to email JM with any amendments/additions/suggestions. 
 Action GB /Chair & Clerk 
 
Item 6 - Copy of an email from Astam dated 3

rd
 July 2014 outlining the final 

costings to replace the doors to the classrooms and corridors  
A governor asked for an update on this matter and details of the final amount spent. 
This matter will be dealt with and reported at the F&E meeting on 19

th
 September. 

Action F&E Chair & Clerk   
    
Item 9 cii DMcC to liaise with Gloucestershire Highways re school traffic 
management at the Glynrosa School entrance 
DMcC gave a brief update on this issue which will be an agenda item at the next 
FGB meeting. After a brief discussion, it was agreed that DMcC be authorised to 
liaise with Gloucestershire Highways and propose both the extension of zig zag 
lines down Glynrosa Road and the investigation whether fines could be imposed for 
parking on the zigs zags.  
Action DMcC/Chair & Clerk  
 
Item 11 d Pupils’ Questions to GB – JS to coordinate and provide responses.   
JS reported that the questions and responses had been collated and formatted into 
a word cloud mind map. SS added that a copy has been uploaded to the school 
website.     
 
 

 
 
 
 
Cloud/online document 
storage JS & Clerk to 
investigate  

 
 
Clerk to circulate draft 
proposal on email etiquette 
Agenda item next FGB    
Governors invited to email 
JM with any 
suggestions/additions to 
draft proposal to email 
etiquette   
 
 
 
 
Final costings for 
replacement doors for 
classrooms and corridors 
details to be provided at 
F&E meeting on 19.09.14 
 
 
Road Safety - Glynrosa  
Road Entrance  
- DMcC to progress this 
matter with Gloucestershire 
Highways and update at 
next FGB  
- Chair/Clerk Agenda Item 
next FGB  

6. Matters arising 
None.  
  

 

7. Policies  
a) Formalisation of email vote 
The following policies had all previously circulated to all governors and had been 
approved and ratified by GB email vote to comply with a deadline of 1

st
 

September:  
                                                                                   

 Child Protection policy 2014 

 Policy for supporting Pupils with Medical Conditions  

 SEN policy (20.08.14) 
 

The email vote was unanimously formalised by all present. 
 
b) Child Protection Policy 2014 –  Recommendations/Points arising   
The GB noted that there were some governors’ recommendations/points arising   
from the email circulation of this policy:   
 

 A governor suggested that the Child Protection Policy was too long (18 
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pages, 107 points and two long appendixes) to be a point of use document 
by staff; a short form /précis would suffice. LP replied that he had prepared 
a one page précis/summary of this policy. This governor also noted that the 
policy included some content which was not germane to the setting (such 
as reference to sexually transmitted infections, 
pregnancy/abortions/miscarriage/reference to babies). LP will remove this 
content.  

 The Staffing and Pay Committee has delegated responsibility for the Child 
Protection Policy (not the Curriculum & Learning Committee as indicated on 
the current policy review list).  

 There was a brief discussion regarding the current procedure for alerting 
visitors to the child protection policy at the point of signing in at reception. 
The current system of cross referencing to a card may be reviewed; using 
an overlay sheet was suggested. 

 LP reported that he had spent a considerable amount of time ensuring that 
the policy was aligned to the relevant Statutory/LA framework. He advised 
all governors to be aware of the DfE Guidance on “Keeping Children Safe 
in Education – Statutory Guidance for Schools and Colleges April 2014” on 
the school website (Governor Policies Section) as a point of future 
reference.       

  
It was agreed that the above recommendations/points will be implemented and the 
policy re- submitted back to the FGB for review as appropriate.   
Action LP  
 
c) The GB also noted the principle that once approved and ratified a policy can 
always be subject to FGB review or a proposal for review submitted by an individual 
governor to the FGB or the committee with delegated responsibility for that policy.  
    
d) On behalf of the GB, CoG thanked SS for drafting the Medical Conditions and 
Policy and Karen Imeson for preparing the SEN Policies and ensuring that the new 
website was compliant with the new SEN Code of Practice.    
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Child Protection Policy 2014  
Governors’ 
recommendations re 
deletions,  cross referencing 
of policy for visitors & one 
page précis LP  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Chair’s business 
a) Governor Vacancies  
i) It was noted that both Andy Aram (AA) and Ally Wilson (AW) had tendered their 
resignation from the GB due to work/business commitments (see WH’s email 
05.09.14 previously circulated).  On behalf of the GB, CoG expressed his thanks to 
both AA and AW for their valuable contributions.  
 
ii) CoG reported that there were now three other/community governor vacancies 
(one previously unfilled vacancy and two further vacancies following the resignation 
of AA and Catherine Corris) and a further vacancy for a parent governor (AW’s 
resignation). In addition, WH’s term of office as parent governor is due to expire on 
29.09.14.  
 
iii) CoG advised the GB that he and LP would be meeting with a candidate for one 
of the community governor vacancies on 12.09.14. Following a brief 
discussion/summary of the candidate’s application, the GB agreed to authorise CoG 
to assess and if appropriate make a recommendation for appointment on behalf of 
the GB; any appointment to be subject to GB approval via email.  
 
iv)  CoG reported that WH had indicated her willingness to be appointed to one of 
the other/community governor vacancies on an initial term of one year.  The GB 
then voted unanimously to appoint WH to one of these vacancies.   
Proposed: ID  
Seconded: DH   
 
v) The GB noted that there were now two vacancies for parent governor. The CoG 
asked the clerk to advertise these vacancies.  
Action Clerk            
 
b) Committees & Governor Roles for 2014/15 
The Chair re-organised the membership of the three Committees and the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clerk to advertise & invite 
nominations for the two 
parent governor vacancies.  
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membership of the key specialist role/individual responsibilities and panels to fill 
current vacancies and to use the skills of the current governing body. See the list of 
Governing Body Committees Panel and Roles 2014/15 (attached).  
 
The allocation progress highlighted the following issues: 
 

 Governor Panels 
All operate under approved Terms of Reference.  
Some panels are convened as and when required; others (such as the 
HTPM Panel) meet regularly.  
 

 Concern for Vulnerable Children Group 
             The GB agreed with HT’s proposal that this group was surplus to  
             requirements; its remit was adequately covered under other relevant  
             governor roles (Child  Protection/Child in Care/Pupil Premium/SEN 
             Governor).  

 

 Staff Governors – Potential Conflict of Interest 
It was noted that ideally certain governor roles should not be undertaken by 
staff governors due to a potential conflict of interest and the need to 
guarantee impartiality.  For instance, governor roles which involve a duty to 
monitor and impartially evaluate processes and procedures implemented by 
a staff governor’s line manager.   
 

 Responsible Officer (RO) Visits 
Best practice recommends that the RO should aim to make three visits 
each academic year.  
 

 Future Review of Committees & Governor Roles for 2014/15 
      The composition of Committees/Governor Roles will be subject to periodic 
      review dependent on the GB membership and the need to ensure that 
      individual governors are not unduly overburdened with responsibilities.  
        

c) Succession Planning  
The GB briefly considered the issue of succession planning. It was noted that a 
proactive management of the process with a structured progression of roles would 
be current best practice; a governor would progress to the role of CoG via the route 
of firstly becoming a committee chair and then Vice Chair of the GB.  
 
d) 2014/15 FGB (& AGM) Calendar of meetings - all to be held at 6.45 pm 
(for a 7 pm start) 
 

 Monday, 20
th
 October 2014 

 Thursday, 29
th
 January 2015 (*to be proceeded by the AGM) 

 Monday, 11
th
 May 2015 

 Monday, 13
th
 July 2015 

 
e) Governor Visits for 2014/15 
The following were scheduled/agreed: 
 

 Learning Walk/Governor Visit on the Y3 Transition 
             (See also FGB Minutes14.07.14 - Item 11e)  
             Friday, 7

th
 November from 1.30 pm to 3.30 pm.  

            RC will lead/co-ordinate assisted by WH &ID.   
Action RC, WH & ID 
 

 Committees to schedule/set/review visits relating to specific SDP 
items  

Action committee chairs/clerk  
 

 Learning Walk on SEN to be conducted by new SEN Governor with follow-
up report to the FGB. LP to liaise.    

Action RC & LP  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learning Walk/Governor 
Visit transition to Y3 – 
Friday, 7

th
 November from 

1.30 – 3.30 pm   
 
All committee chairs/clerk  
Agenda item - 
scheduling/setting/reviewing 
visits relating to specific 
SDP items  
 
RC & LP -  Learning Walk 
on SEN & follow up report  
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 Learning Walk on Safeguarding to be conducted by new Child Protection 
Governor with follow up report to the GB. LP to liaise.  

Action DMcC   

 Governor Monthly Visits 
Each governor to be allocated a month with the expectation that they would 
make at least one visit during that month. FC to co-ordinate /allocate.   

Action FC  
 
f) Governor Photograph 
A new governor photograph was taken and will be uploaded to the website.  
Action SS/FC  

 

DMcC – Learning walk on 
safeguarding & follow up 
report 
 
 
Governor Monthly Visits FC 
to co-ordinate/allocate 
 
 
New Governor photograph 
to be uploaded to the school 
website SS/FC  
 
 

9. Health & Safety (H&S)  
This matter to be carried forward to the FGB in October.  
Action: PW & LP  
 

H&S a regular standing  
item for the FGB agenda 
(LP/PW)   

10.  Risk Register    
CoG reported that the final Risk Register for the end of the academic year 2013/14 
has been submitted to the SBM/auditors.  
Action CoG 
 

Risk Register a regular 
standing item for the FGB 
Agenda (CoG) 

11.  Child Protection Updates   
LP reported that there had been one referral during the summer holidays; this case 
was now closed. The Vulnerable Children list is being updated.  
   

Child Protection  a regular 
standing  item for the FGB 
agenda (LP)   

12. AOB 
a) Retirement Tea Party for Hilary Moore    
A tea party will be held on Friday, 26

th
 September from 3.30pm to 5.30pm for the 

retirement of HM to which all governors are invited. A gift and card will be presented 
to HM on behalf of the GB. Governors were requested to email FC if they wish to 
attend this event.    
Action: Governors  
 
b)Proposal for the monitoring/management of Policies (LP)  
The GB considered and agreed LP’s proposal for the monitoring and management 
of Policies in which specific members of the GB would have delegated responsibility 
to review allocated policies, make any recommendations to the FGB as appropriate 
and in conjunction with the CoG sign them off on behalf of the GB. This proposal 
was fully outlined and confirmed in LP’s written proposal circulated to all governors 
via email 10.0914 September (copy attached).  
 
The meeting ended at 8.45 pm.  

 
 
 
Governors to email FC if 
they wish to attend HM’s 
retirement tea party on 
26.0614  

 
DONM: Monday, 20

th
 October 2014 - 6.45 pm for a 7.00 pm start. 

 

 

 

 

Signed by  

 

Date  

 

 


